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WORN SCREW-CONVEYOR flights rebuilt by bronze-welding save replacement costs.

Build u_p the worn down ...
Previous habits in the metals field reversed by new
welding technique
NTIL a comparatively short time ago,
when metal parts were worn below
the limit of tolerance, they were discarded. Further cutting down could not
make them fit the job again. This method
wasted both time and money.
With the introduction of welding, this
picture has been entirely changed. It is
easy now to build up metal at low cost.
Parts, worn too small to be useful, can
be returned to original size and shape.
By the oxy-acetylene welding process,
new metal is put on where the old has
been worn away. The original investment
may thus be salvaged by a small additional
investment in repair by welding.

U

Welding Means Low-Cost Repairs
Welding has made rapid strides in the
repair and rebuilding of worn parts. In
every industry where metal is used and
wear occurs, welding methods are saving
money. Oil-well drills can now be kept
in cutting shape long after their normal
life span is past. Railroad shops repair
and rebuild worn parts of rolling stock
and track by welding as a regular pro-

cedure. Factory tools and machinery are
kept in shape through welding as one of
the surest ways to low-cost, profitable
operation. Contractors and engineers rely
on welding to rebuild worn drill bits,
picks, shafting and wearing parts on
shovels and digging equipment. The list
of repairs made by welding is growing
rapidly.
A Friend in Need
Welding is indeed a friend in need. For
example, when work is being done on
time contracts, it is of vital importance
that worn or damaged equipment can be
repaired quickly on the job. Suspension
of operations until new parts could be obtained would be fatal to speed and profit.
With welding, such interruptions are
prevented since machinery and equipment are kept continually in operating
trim. The scrap piles are kept at a low
ebb. Worn metal parts, from shovel dipper teeth to truck axles, are reclaimed by
welding. It can be depended upon to give
satisfactory results in repair, maintenance
and fabrication.
This is a Business-News Advertisement

$2,000 budgeted for new saws was saved by
welding. Before any money was spent, the company checked into the possibilities of welding.
Saw-repair by welding was developed, and
now saws with broken teeth, cracks or other
damage are restored at a fraction of the cost
of new saws.
* * *
Welding of the copper kettles used for boiling
wax in chemical and dye manufacture has
become a regular routine that saves a chemical
company many hundreds of dollars. After being
in service for some time, the bottoms of these
kettles become very thin. As the kettles have
both an inner and outer shell, it was found best
to weld in two new bottoms.
* * *
by a midwestern creamery
used
was
Welding
to rebuild the teeth on a large gear. The gear
was worth $600, and the rebuilding work cost
less than $50. This one job alone far more than
paid for all necessary welding equipment.
* * *
Welding saves thousands of dollars each year
for a large western railroad. Battered rail ends,
caused by constant hammering of the car
wheels at the joints, are rebuilt by welding.
The rail ends are welded in place without traffic
interruption. This saves taking up the rails,
sawing off the ends, redrilling and relaying.
* * *
Welding is used to reclaim worn and broken
reamers from automobile shops. The reamers,
which cost from $2.50 to $16 each, reclaimed
by welding are as good as new, at an average
cost of 40 cents. Breakage and loss of teeth on
this type of tool are extremely high. The tooth
bill in these shops has shown a healthy reduction since welding methods have been used.
*

*

*

In a wood-products mill, welding is used to
rebuild the steel shafts in pulp grinders. These
shafts, originally a foot in diameter, wear rapidly and continually at the collars holding the
stone. A small amount of play makes it difficult
to keep the collars drawn up tight. Under these
conditions, wear happens fast. Common practice, before the advent of welding, was to
change the collars and bearing four to eight
times as the shaft wore down and was remachined. When the shaft was too small, about
eight inches in diameter, it was discarded. Now
by welding, the shaft is built up to original size
as soon as it wears. Many thousands of dollars
in new shafts, collars and bearings are saved
annually.
* * *
Tomorrow's engineers will be expected to
know how to take advantage of this modern
metalworking process. Many valuable booklets describing the oxy-acetylene process are
available without obligation. For further information write any Linde office.

The Linde Air Products Company
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

111111
New York and Principal Cities
In Canada:
Dominion OxygenCompany,Limited,Toronto
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Railroads of Today
Merle R. Reed,'05
THE tendency today in transportation equipment is decid'
edly toward providing high speeds,
quick service, comfort, and convenience, never neglecting, of
course, the matter of safety and
reliability. This idea is uppermost
in all forms of transportation, be
it rail, air, highway, or waterway,
and applies to passenger, freight,
express and mail service.
With the advance in our knowledge, and the new materials to
work with, have come the new designs of locomotives, and passenger and freight carrying cars.
The substitution of the new
for the old is being carried out as
fast as finances, and the ability
of the manufacturers to produce,
will permit.
In the locomotive field we have
today the modern stream lined
steam, electric, and Diesel electric
locomotives. Recently, the steam
turbine locomotive made its appearance.
Each of these types has its particular field of adaptibility, and,
in other fields, they are active and
keen competitors.

for the transportation machine.
Its improvement and development
has been no less spectacular than
that of its competitors, the electric
and internal combustion locomotives.
With boilers and engines producing high sustained horse power
and high speed, the steam locomotive is today hauling passenger
and freight trains of equal tonnage, or in most cases, much
heavier tonnage, at speeds equal
to that obtained from the other
types of locomotives.
The electric locomotive alone
has overpowered the modern steam
locomotive in speed and capacity,
but electrification is too costly except in dense urban territory.
The steam locomotive has been
able to do this by reason of improvements, such as superheater,
stokers, feed water heaters, improved boilers with large gr*ite
areas and high steam pressures,
mechanical lubrication, boosters,
roller bearings, improved air
brakes, high duty steel wheels, and
high strength alloy metals for
machinery parts.
Of course, there are many reSteam Locomotives
finements of design that have been
The steam locomotive still main- applied in details of l000motime
tains first place in general use and construction, but the above facadaptability as the motive power tors are the important ones in the
M a y, I 9 3 7

trend of locomotive con3truction
that improved the speed and capacity of the locomotive.
Multi-pressure boilers have received some attention in the last
few years and examples of high
pressure locomotives are found on
the Canadian Pacific and New
York Central. There are also some
applications of such boilers to
European locomotives.
The multi-pressure boiler is
really three separate generating
units. The enclosed circulating unit
is composed of drums at the firebox grate level, water tubes from
these drums leading to the heat
transfer elements or coils in the
high pressure chamber, the high
pressure chamber, and the low
pressure boiler.
The closed circuit of drums and
tubes form a water-tube firebox.
This system is filled with distilled
water which, when heated, circulates through these tubes into the
heat transfer elements in the high
pressure drum, thereby heating
the water in the high pressure
drum. As this circulating water is
cooled, it returns to the drums at
the bottom of the firebox and then
upward again through the tubes
exposed to the heat of the firebox.
Pressures of 1300 to 1700 pounds
are obtained in this closed circulatPa ge 3

ing unit, depending upon the extent to which the locomotive is
being used.
The high pressure drum or boiler
is supplied with water from the
low pressure boiler by a high pressure pump, and the low pressure
boiler from the tender by another
pump, through a feed water heater. The low pressure boiler is of

Cut Courtesy Railway Engineering

The Hiawatha

the usual cylindrical fire-tube type
carrying 200 to 300 lbs. pressure.
Steam from this boiler passes
through the superheater to the
throttle and thence to the low
pressure cylinder. Water is also
drawn from this lowl pressure
boiler at 200 to 250 lbs. pressure
and pumped into the high pressure
boiler or drum where it is further
heated by the coils or heating elements of the closed circulating
system to pressures of 850 to 900
lbs. This high pressure steam then
passes through a superheater in
the fire tubes of the low pressure
boiler to the high pressure throttle and then to the high pressure
cylinder. The exhaust from the
high pressure cylinder is mixed
with the superheated live steam
from the low pressure boiler and
then used in the low pressure
cylinders. The throttles of the two
pressure systems are arranged to
work in unison and are controlled
by one throttle lever.
Safety and fuel economy are
claimed for this design, but apparently the cost of building and maintenance has forestalled general
adoption.
The outstanding example of a
single high pressure locomotive is
found in the D. & H. locomotive
No. 1403, named "L. F. Loree"
Pa ge 4

which carries 500 lbs. pressure and
furnishes steam to a triple expansion engine, two high pressure
cylinders at the rear under the firebox, one intermediate, and one
low pressure cylinder in the usual
position at the front of the locomotive. This locomotive is equipped
with poppet valves driven by worm
gears, cams, and shafts, deriving
their motion from
the main axle.
This locomotive,
like all high pressure locomotives,
for example over
300 pounds, is
equipped with a
water - tube firebox, for at such
stayed
pressure
and Maintenance.
surfaces are not
safe or reliable.

Steam Turbine Locomotives
The steam turbine locomotive
has also been given much thought
both in direct drive through reduction gears from the turbine to
the driving wheel axles and
through electric generators to
motors mounted on the driving
axles.
An example of the direct drive
turbo locomotive is found on the
L. M. & S. R. R. of England, where
two steam turbines, non-condensing, one for forward and one for
backward motion, are directly connected through flexible reduction
gearing to the front axle of the
locomotive. This locomotive is of
the 4-6-2 passenger type of about
2000 horse power maximum rating.
There are now under construction steam turbine electric locomotives for the Union Pacific transcontinental trains, such as the
Challenger and the Los Angeles
Limited. These locomotives are being developed jointly by the General Electric Co. and the Babcock
& Wilcox Co.
The steam generator boiler is an
oil fired water tube type of small
compact construction carrying
about 1500 lbs. pressure, and the
steam is further superheated to
temperatures from 800 to 950 de-

grees Fahrenheit. This steam is
then used in high pressure, high
speed turbines driving electric
generators. An auxiliary turbine
drives the feed water pumps, fuel
oil pumps, blowers, and lubricating
pumps. This locomotive is expected
to develop 2500 horse power per
unit, there being two units to each
locomotive. The electric power developed is applied to traction motors as in the case of electric locomotives. There is not much detail
data yet available for publication
on this locomotive.

Diesel Electric Locomotives
About 1925 the Diesel electric
locomotive made its appearance in
railroad service, locomotives of
about 300 horse power, built by the
Ingersol-Rand Co. and the General
Electric Co., being introduced for
switching service. For the next five
years the application of these locomotives was extended considerably.
From about 1930 on to the present
time other concerns brought out
Diesel electric locomotives which
found some application, and during this period the size of the locomotive increased from 300 to 600
horse power. They were all still
confined to yard or switching
service.
As previously stated, it has only
been within the last two years that
Diesel locomotives have been
built in large enough units to make
them adaptable to high speed road
service. During these. two years
single units of 900 to 1200 horse
power 'have been developed and
applied to passenger service. The
most powerful unit developed to
date is that of the Electro-Motive
Corporation locomotives now being used on the Union Pacific and
the St. Fe Railroads to haul their
transcontinental passenger trains.
As of January 1st, 1937, there
were in use on the railroads of the
United States and Canada approximately 285 Diesel electric locomotives in service, totaling 135,000
horse power. In addition to the
above there were about 41 Diesel
electric rail cars in service, handling branch line passenger service,
The Rose Technic

and 11 Diesel electric trains in
operation.
The Diesel electric engine lends
itself very readily to yard and
switching service, the maximum
power and efficiency being developed at slow speed, and the flexibility of operation, the elimination
of terminal attention, and the elimination of the smoke nuisance make
this type of power desirable in
large urban territory for industrial
switching service.

Electric Locomotives

M.P.H. This results in a locomotive
of 4800 H.P. which makes the GG1
the most powerful single cab electric locomotive in the world. Axle
loads were restricted to 50,000 lbs.
per axle, and this, coupled with
special restraining devices at the
articulated joint and on the guiding trucks,allows sustained running
speeds as high as 90 M.P.H. with
safety and no damage to tracks.
The twin motors are made up of
two armatures carried in a single
fabricated frame with the driving
pinions meshing in a single solid
gear carried on a quill. A spider
at each end of the quill transmits
the drive through spring cups and
wearing plates which allow for
movement between the quill, which
is carried in bearings in the twin
motor and the axle. Quill bearings
are of the split sleeve type, with
constant oil level wick lubrication.
Three point suspension is used to
carry the m,otor with provision for
adjustment to maintain the quills
central with the axle. The gear
ratio is 22:79. The motors are
force ventilated, the ventilating air
being supplied by two main blower
motors and fans with a capacity
of 25,000 c.f.m. each, through a
series of air ducts built in the cab
deck. The air is passed into the
commutator chambers, passes over
the armature and stator windings
and is exhausted through frame
openings at the pinion end. Each

In certain mountainous territory
in this country, as well as in Europe, and in dense urban territories,
electrification has been resorted to,
but on account of the enormous
cost of electrification it is only
justified under such conditions.
Electric locomotives cost more than
twice per horse power that of the
steam locomotives they replace. In
addition to this a cost of $100,000.00 per mile, or more, is necesPractically all of these locomo- sary on the roadway.
tives use as a fuel a low grade
Before the completion of the
crude oil, although some of the
electrification of the main line belater types, particularly for high
tween New York and Washington,
speed passenger service, are dethe Pennsylvania Railroad had
signed to use a higher grade of
built and tested several different
fuel oil or distillate.
types of locomotives, and after exDue to the fact that these en- haustive tests, adopted the Class
gines do not make smoke and dirt, GG1 locomotive for use in high
do not have to have fires cleaned speed, heavy duty passenger servor cisterns filled with water, or ice.
other engine house attention, such
This type of motive power is
as is required of steam locomotives, characterized by many
novel feathey are available for service a tures as compared
with any previgreater number of hours per day ous electric
locomotives. It is the
than are steam locomotives and first stream lined
locomotive with
do not incur the terminal attention all welded cab
sides. Side doors
and costs. The operating costs, as and windows
are recessed, all
well, are considerably lower than corners are
rounded, and marker
those of the steam locomotive.
light projections are carefully
From the results obtained the stream lined in an effort to minilast two or three years of the mize air resistance.
larger units in passenger service it
The locomotive is built in two
appears that there is a very large distinct sections, the
chassis and
prospective field for their increased the cab structure. The
chassis is
use, particularly in territories made up of two
where coal and water are problems, cast steel main
and as a result of conditions frames each with
brought about by such fuel and bad three pairs o f
water, steam locomotives are re- driving
wheels,
stricted to comparatively short and two guiding
runs and expensive engine house trucks with cast
attention.
steel frames and
In the territories of light traffic two pair of wheels
density, such as we have in the each. The main
Cut Courtesy Railway Engineering and
Maintenance.
West where electrification is out frames are conPennsylvania Electric Locomotive
of the question, the Diesel electric nected by an arlocomotive will very likely prove a ticulated or hinged joint of the motor
weighs 14,500 lbs. and the
vigorous competitor of the steam ball and socket type.
normal voltage is 230 to 300 volts
locomotive. The disadvantage of
Each pair of drivers, whose per armature, or 460 to
600 volts
the Diesel electric compared to the diameters are 57 inches, are driven per
twin motor. The motors are
steam locomotive is in its first by twin motors, each armature beconnected permanently in three
cost, which is roughly three to four ing rated at 385 H.P. but which
parallel circuits, with four single
times that of the steam locomo- develop better than 400 H.P. conmotors in series in each circuit.
tive per horse power capacity.
tinuously at speeds from 63 to 90
Roller bearings are standard on
M a y, 1 9 3 7
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all axles on all but six of the fiftyeight locomotives of this type. Six
were fitted with standard friction
bearings for test purposes. The
rigid wheel base is 13 ft. 8 in. Engine trucks have a wheel base of
8 ft. and the total wheel base is
69 ft. Total weight on drivers is
300,000 lbs. and weight on each
truck 80,000 lbs. The total weight
of the locomotive is 460,000 lbs.,
and the total length over couplers,
79 ft. 6 in.
11,000-volt power is collected
from the trolley by pantographs.
Each locomotive is equipped with
two pantographs which act independently or if desired, both may
be used. These are connected by
high voltage busses to an oil coo:ed
4850 kva transformer with a ratio
of 11,000 to 1,408 volts at 25 cycles.
The total weight of this transformer including 9,300 lbs. of
auxiliary apparatus, is 34,300 lbs.
This fact is interesting in as much
as up to this time no oil cooled
transformer of this capacity had
ever been built for use on a locomotive. The oil is actuated by an
electrically operated pump, being
passed through cooling coils set
over an air duct which receives the
air from one of the two main
blowers. Due to this method of
cooling, the weight of the transformer was kept to within the requirements of normal locomotive
practices and weighs but five hundred pounds more than an air blast
transformer of similar capacity.
The advantage of the oil cooled
transformer over the air blast
type is the elimination of difficulties caused by snow and moisture,
and at the same time, it provides
increased insulation resistance
with a correspondingly greater protection against lightning surges.
The transformer steps down the
trolley voltage through a series of
taps in the secondary to the
motors.
The control for the locomotive
consists of a master controller
which operates individual electropneumatic contactors or switches,
tapping the secondary windings of
the transformer. The eleven taps
P age 6

on the transformer allow for twenty-two notches on the controller.
Preventive coils are used to avoid
short-circuiting a section of the
secondary windings during tap
changes. There are three preventive coils on each control circuit
and these limit the current surges
during transitions from one notch
to another. In addition to the preventive coils, there is what is commonly called a buck-and-boost
transformer or a notching transformer. The secondary of this
transformer is in series with the
main motor circuit and normally
bucks the motor voltage by 16
volts. Raising the controller handle
slightly, without moving it horizontally from one notch to another,
operates contactors which eliminate the opposing voltage. This
device is used primarily for making heavy starts.
The controllers are equipped
with a Dead man's handle, which,
if re!eased, automatically cuts off
the power to the motors, and applies the brakes. Indicating lamps
are located on the control panel
which light up and at the same
time cause a buzzer to sound, one
for each of the following causes:
low water in boiler, blower or oil
pump stopped, overload tripped,
drivers slipping, and pantograph
relay tripped. The pantograh re!ay
protects the main locomotive circuits. If there is a fault in the
secondary or primary winding of
the main transformer, the relay,
in progressing from its initial to
its final position, opens the auxiliary contactors and main motor
contactors. If the fault is removed
in the process, the relay returns to
its initial position and the contacts may be reset electrically from
the engineer's position. If the
fault is not removed, the relay continues to its final position at which
point it causes a grounding switch
to close grounding the pantograph
and trolley wire. This results in
the high speed circuit breakers located at the substation disconnecting the section of trolley that
serves the locomotive. After the
line is dead, the relay automatical-

ly lowers the pantograph and locks
it in the down position. Another
indicating light, designated ds
"fie!d change over light" indicates
that the connections of the shunt
acrcss the motor main fields, which
are used in starting, have changed.
Three ammeters are located on the
control panel which indicate the
amount of power being supplied
to each of the motor circuits.
These readings indicate power in
full field operation only. When
operating in a weak field, the readings must be divided by a known
ratio to arrive at the correct number of amperes being used.

Air Conditioning
There is no feature of improved
passenger train service that has
received more attention in the last
few years than that of air conditioning. As of January 1st, 1937,
there were 8078 air conditioned
cars in service in the United States.
Of these 8078, 2293 were coaches,
885 dining cars, 748 other types
of passenger carrying cars, and
4152 Pullman cars, including sleepers, lounge cars, club cars, etc.
Here again research and development work has brought about this
possibility, and the railroads have
been quick to air condition cars,
spending forty-five million dollars
for the purpose within the last
four years.
There are many types of air
conditioning equipment in use, but
the great majority of air conditioned cars employ the direct
mechanical drive, electro mechanical drive, the steam ejector principle, or the straight ice cooling
type. The direct drive and the
electro mechanical drive generally
employ Freon as a refrigerating
agent. The steam ejector type employs the w at e r circulating
method, and of course the ice
activated type simply employs the
cooling effect of the ice, and water
that is sprayed over the ice is then
pumped through cooling radiators
through which air is forced into
the car.
The ice activated type has the
advantage of being cheaper in
The Rose Technic

original installation and reduces signing before application.
considerably the weight of equipIn the mechanical and electro
ment to be carried during cold mechanical drive the same prinweather when refrigeration is not ciple is employed as in your rerequired.
frigerator at home, that is, the
refrigerant is compressed and alThe above four types have prov- lowed to expand through the coolen generally satisfactory. As a ing coils through which the air is
matter of fact, the air conditioning circulated into the car, and the
equipment of these types has been expanded refrigerant then returnremarkably free from failure or ed to the compressor which is
difficulties of operation, indicat- driven either directly from an
ing careful engineering and de- axle of the truck or by the gen-

erator. In the ice activated scheme
water is circulated by means of a
pump from the ice tanks through
the cooling coils and back to the
ice tank, ice being supplied at the
originating or intermediate terminals as may be required. The
steam ejector system similarly
employs a circulation of cooled
water, the water being cooled by
lowering the pressure, or boiling
point, by low vacuum created by
the ejector.

Advantages of Clay De-airing
by
George W.Smith, m.,'39
nE-AIRING of clay is the partial
Li evacuation of air or any other
gas present during the processing
of clay.
This process is not new, but is,
however, the most important development in clay products manufacturing in many years. Patents
dealing with the evacuation of air
from clay date back thirty years.
In 1902, R. H. Staley of Illinois
worked out the first de-airing process. Other forerunners were J.
F. Brand of the Hydraulic-Press
Brick Company and Davis Brown,
formerly with Hadfield-Penfield
Steel Company. Mr. Brown in-

stalled and developed the first successful de-airing machine at the
Buckley Clay Vottery Company.
This machine is still in active
operation.
In 1927, at a meeting of the
Ceramic Society in Atlanta, a
paper was read on de-airing of
clay. This aroused new enthusiasm
and immediate advancement was
started in the development of new
equipment. In 1932 this equipment
was put on the market to help
stimulate the Ceramic Industry
which was suppressed by the depression.
The de-airing machine is gov-

Cut Courtesy Brick & Clay Record

De-aired Drain Tile

erned by four operations. These
are: pugging (agitation and adding water), "seal-plating" (extruding clay through grids into a
vacuum), evacuation of air, and
molding.
To give the reader a better
knowledge of the de-airing of clay,
the production and pro-_Tssing of
clay will be briefly followed, starting with the raw material. Clay is
dumped into the pugging chamber
where it is mixed with water and
agitated. The clay then is mechanically conveyed by augers
through a steel grid, which acts
as a seal plate, to the de-airing
chamber. Here, under a vacuum
ranging from 18 to 28 inches of
mercury, the air which adheres to
the particles of clay is reduced to
a low percentage. After evacuation
the clay is extruded through the
mold into the desired shape.
The vacuum used in de-airing
clay is created by a rotary, or off
center pump, or a steam evacuator. The process using steam embodies the Bernoulli Theorem.
De-airing of clay produces many
advantages and likewise some disadvantages. The process as a
whole has such outstanding qualities that today there are 200 installations of this type.
In this industry, before de-air-

M a y, 1 9 3 7
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ing was developed, the clay products formed in molding were
laminated in structure. Being
laminated, naturally the clay object tended to slip along these
laminations, creating splits and
cracks, and having an unhomogenous structure. De-airing revolutionized this industry by producing clay materials which are not
laminated enough for the eye to
detect the lines. Thus a great
physical weakness was eradicated.

reduce the weight. It was found
b y experimentation that t h e
strength of the brick was reduced
only slightly, and the cost of transportation was reduced to a new
level. De-airing allowed for these
holes to be punched easily since
de-aired clay has a lower coefficient of friction.
De-airing allows smoother edges
and corners, increases strength 25
to 50 percent, and increases the life
of dies. It also minimizes blisters

Cut Courtesy Brick & Clay Record

creased their power consumption
lower than before de-airing equipment was installed. The other
complaint is the distortion of brick
in the kiln.
De-airing machines produce a
very large quantity of clay products in a day. Two de-airing
machines, commercially called the
Steele Machines, have produced
526,000 bricks in one day. This
number of bricks is equivalent to
1850 tons of material.
The de-airing industry now
looks into newer fields. Some of
these are: strengthening and increasing density and adhesive
qualities of putty, removing air
from glass and reducing the processing time, reducing the formation of fatty acids in animal or
vegetable fats, and advancements
in other monolithic bodies.
The de-airing business is being
commercially boosted by four companies which build de-airing
machines. These are Chambers
Brothers, Steele Company, Bonnot
Company, and Fate-Root-Heath
Company. H. R. Straight, builder
of a pugmill knife which removes
the air in pugging, is also a booster for de-airing.

Conduits of De-aired and Common Clay

De-airing greatly increases the
plasticity of the clay. The plastic
tensile strength is often increased
3000 percent. De-aired clay forced
through the mold can often be
stretched to a length of twenty
feet. The cut shown on the previous
page illustrates the tenacity of a
6" drain pipe as it issues from a
de-airing machine. Before the deairing process was used, clay companies were bothered with clay
falling apart as it passed from the
mold. The breaking of green,
molded clay is now done away with
by evacuation of air from around
the colloids.
The density of clay is increased
approximately five percent by deairing. This added weight increases the cost of transportation
of each brick. An idea was conceived to perforate 39 one-fourth
inch holes through the brick to
Page 8

and increases firing strength production. It makes thin-walled ware
and tubes possible and waterproofs the clay. Although the deairing requires more water for
pugging since the vacuum removes much water, this phase is
compensated for by the fact that
less pugging is necessitated.
De-airing has had the usual
number of complaints to which all
successful developments must submit. The most general and most
Cut Courtesy Bricic & Clay Record
serious complaint is that concernDe-aired Clay Products
ing the increased consumption of
power. This increase is being cut
down by reducing pugging. It has Bibliography
1. "De-Airing Clay," Chemical
been discovered that de-aired clay
Metallurgical Engineering,
and
requires less pugging, and often
p. 270.
1933,
May,
over-agitation decreases the qual2. "Use of De-Airing for Clays
ity of the product. Many compad Other Plastic Products,"
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It happened in Salem, Mass., on February 12, 1877. The young reporter attended a demonstration of inventor Bell's new telephone—then "talked" his
story to his paper in Boston by telephone!
Though he didn't realize it, he was inaugurating a new era in journalism.
For today's newspapers could hardly exist without the telephone.
Gathering and spreading news with lightning speed is just one of the telephone's countless contributions to modern life. And 300,000 Bell System people
strive constantly to make the service still better, still more useful.

Why not telephone home

BELL

TELEPHONE SYSTEM

oftener? Rates to most
points are lowest after 7
P.M. and all day Sunday.
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Comprehensive Examinations

related that no stimulus toward
correlation is needed, and second,
that the nervous strain of having
his fate depend on one all-important examination is too great for
the student. Criticisms against the
existing system of examinations
are as follows: first, the students
place too much emphasis on passing the examination and not
enough on getting a firm understanding of the subject; second,
the examinations deal with the immediate and less important subject
matter of the course ; third, the
students are rushed for time to
finish the examination, and because
of this are influenced toward
guessing the answers; fourth, the
students are constantly hounded
by examinations and quizzes; and
fifth, examination questions are
frequently poorly written.

Comprehensive e x a mi na ti on s
have two closely related objectives. The first is the encouragement of the correlation of subject
matter and the second is the discouragement of the prevailing attitude which allows the easy-going
student to forget the subject matter as soon as the final examination
is passed. If comprehensive examinations accomplished no more
than these two objectives, they
would be very satisfactory.
The principal arguments against
comprehensive examinations for
engineering schools are, first, that
the subject matter is so logically

Comprehensive ex am in at i on s
have been tried at several engineering schools in this country with
marked success. In the Department
of Electrical Engineering at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology comprehensive examinations are used for honors group
students. The honors group students are selected at the end of
the sophomore year. These students are not required to attend
classes and are free from routine
problems and laboratory work.
They are encouraged to do extensive reading and studying inde-

Welcome
This issue marks the initial
work of the Technic Staff for the
year 1937-38. Since the new staff
includes a number of men whose
services have not been extended to
the Technic previous to this issue,
it is well to realize that upon them
lies the maintenance of an enviable
record set by their predecessors.
The magazine must be expanded
in quality in order to surpass the
consistently high standards that
have characterized previous issues.
Realizing this responsibility, the
new staff has assumed its duties
confident that it can fulfill its obligations and edit a magazine of
which the students, the faculty,
and the alumni will be proud.
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pendently. In place of regular examinations these students take
comprehensive examinations at the
end of the junior and senior years.
Each of the examinations consists
of two written parts, and the
seniors are required to take an additional oral test. The major part
of the written division is made up
of problems of a project nature ;
each problem may take one or two
days to solve, and all text books
and library facilities may be used
to find the necessary information.
The questions are couched in such
a way that part of the problem is
to formulate it. The other written
part is taken under the pressure
of limited time. The oral test for
seniors consists of questions based
on the solutions of the written examination.
The success which "comprehensives" have exhibited seems to indicate that they are the solution to
the problem of finding a fair and
efficient type of examination.

Student Chapters of
Engineering Societies
With the installation of the Rose
Student Branch of the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers
the representation of Engineering
Societies at Rose was brought to
one hundred per cent. Membership
in these student chapters should
mean a great deal to the student,
as they give opportunities for the
student to meet men who are working in his chosen field of engineering. The friendships formed sometimes prove to be an invaluable
asset to the student after he has
graduated.
The four student chapters can
accomplish a great deal by working
together for the good of the school.
By sponsoring lectures by professional engineers the student chapters can very easily supplement the
scheduled courses.
There is no reason why every
student at Rose should not be a
member of one of the student chapters. The money and effort put
forth in becoming a member and
taking part in the activities of a
student chapter will be many times
repaid.
The Rose Technic
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Within a month several hundred thousand young men
will be graduated from high schools in the United States.
For many their commencements mean the completion of
the second division of their education and the beginning
of the third or collegiate period. The engineering profession looks to these young men for recruits. The future
has never promised

more opportunities for successful

careers' in engineering than it offers now. Every high
school senior who has a liking for applied science should
seriously consider entering an accredited technical college.
The Registrar of Rose will count it a privilege to discuss
engineering education with you in person or by mail.

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
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Research
and Progress
edited by
L. J. GIACOLETTO, e., '38

Cut Courtesy G. E.

"Completed Steamotive Unit"

these conditions, the power company is able to sell the energy used
A rather ingenious system for by the water heaters at a rate lowsmoothing out the daily power de- er than normal. At present this
mand has recently been installed system is available in but seven
by the Idaho Power Company at other cities.
Boise, Idaho. At all power stations
the power demand varies consider- Steamotive
ably with the time of the day. This
Steamotive is a new type of
variation in demand makes the
generating equipment i n
energy used more expensive since steamsteam is generated at high
the generating system must be which
pressure and temperature, being at
flexible enough to follow the
all times under full automatic conchanges.
trol. The Steamotive units are inTo circumvent this difficulty, tended for capacities from 2,000
some power companies have in- to 10,000 horsepower. It is surstalled the "carrier-current sys- prising that so many separate
tem" of "off-peak" load control. items can be so compactly built
This system offers a method by within a unit of the size and shape
which the power station can, to a of that shown in the cut.
certain degree, vary its own load.
Two oil-fired Steamotive units
To accomplish this, an impulse is
now being constructed for the
are
sent over the power lines ; this imPacific Railroad for driving
Union
pulse closes a special switch conhorsepower electric
2,500
tained on electrical units owned by two
units, having a
s.
These
locomotive
the consumers.
capacity of 40,000 pounds per
At Boise, Idaho, more than 500 hour, will furnish steam to the
water heaters were connected on turbines at 1,500 pounds per
the new system. When the power square inch and 950° F.
demand falls off at the power staIn operation the flame and gases
tion, a 720-cycle "carrier-current"
impulse carried over the same of the Steamotive unit pass from
y
wires automatically turns the the burner through the completel
into
water heaters on. Another impulse water-cooled furnace, thence
around
can be used to turn the heaters off the superheater, flowing
econothe
through
separator
the
type
storage
again. By using a
the
up
and
heater,
air
and
mizer
enthus
heater, the consumer is
a
path,
this
following
In
stack.
abled to have hot water available
the
of
heat
the
of
amount
at all times during the day. Under large

Automatic Water Heating
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flame is absorbed. This, of course,
means that the unit will be more
efficient. The air used in combustion, forced through its path by a
blower at a relatively high pressure, passes through lanes intersecting the stack, then down
around the airheater tubes to the
oil burner. No induced draft is
used in the operation.
The feedwater passes through
the economizer and is then divided
into several circuits, all of which
form the floor, sides, and roof of
the furnace, as well as the set of
loops forming the boiler screen.
The steam generated in each circuit enters the separator which
separates the steam from the
suspended water particles. From
the separator, the dry steam goes
through the superheater a n d
directly to the main turbine. The
water from the separator is known
as the spillover, and flows from
the separator through a heat exchanger to the hot well, where it
is mixed with the condensate, and
is then re-fed into the boiler by a
feed pump.
Flexibility of operation is obtained by the elimination of
refractory in the furnace and boiler setting. The new waterwalls
and insulating block not only give
a large saving in weight and
volume, but also reduce the heat
capacity, thereby materially bettering the ability to change output
quickly. The small water content
of the forced-circulation boiler also
makes possible a quick response to
load changes and insures safety in
operation in spite of high-temperature and high-pressure steam.
Due to these factors, the engine
requires less than 10 minutes from
The
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lighting the burner to full operation. Much of the auxiliary equipment is automatically controlled.
The burners also have a safety
device for automatically closing
the oil supply.
The Steamotive unit contains
almost as many economizing and
safety items as are found on the
larger stationary steam plants. Although very efficient, the Steamotive unit does not have an efficiency as high as that found in
the larger stationary plants. The
Steamotive unit is intended for installation in only those positions
where space and weight are the
main considerations.

Glued Arches
Tests on glued arches have demonstrated that this type of arch
can stand up under heavy loading.
An arch is formed by assembling
a number of thin boards with
water-resistant casein glue. The
assemblage is bent against a forrr
of required curvature and clamped
until the glue has set. Similar
groups of laminations of T%-inch
material are combined to increase
the width to 111
/
2 inches and the
thickness to fit the design of the
arch. An arch constructed in this
manner with a thickness of 12
inches at the base, 24 inches at
the bend, and 8 inches at the apex
was subjected to a load of 31,500
pounds. The load lasting for one
year has only deflected the peak
one and one tenth inches. The outward spread at each shoulder is
only I/4 inch.
The laminated glued arch has
several advantages. Checking and
warping, which are so prominent
in the seasoning of larger pieces,
are avoided since small pieces are
used. Members of the size and
shape that are usually not available in one piece are made possible.
Materials produced by small trees
can be utilized. Economy of material is made possible by tapering
members so that their cross sections at various points are no larger than required by the load. More
artistic appearance is made possible
by this type of arch. Overhead
M a y, 1 9 3 7

space is reduced considerably since
usually no cross supports are necessary. This latter advantage makes
the glued arches especially suitable
for gymnasium construction.

uation at the higher frequencies becomes very great, and the loudspeaker then operates as a single
sound source. Also with the acoustical labyrinth the position of the
radio with respect to the room
The Acoustical Labyrinth
walls does not affect the quality of
the
sound.
In their search for higher fidelity, radio manufacturing companies
are paying considerable attention Splitting Seconds to
to the design of the loud speaker Keep Time
and speaker chamber. The ordinary
When a second is split into
speaker and cabinet have two seri100,000 parts, the resulting time
ous defects. The low frequency reinterval is indeed a 'short time.
sponse is very weak, and the cabiHowever, this is exactly what is
net breaks into resonance, producdone in the precision time and freing a boom effect at one or more
quency system shown in the cut.
frequencies. The acoustical labyThe heart of the system is a crysrinth consists essentially of an abtal-controlled oscillator. The cryssorbent-walled conduit having one
tal contained in a temperaturecontrolled box vibrates at a frequency of 100,000 cycles per second. The temperature of the box
is kept constant within one-hundredth of a degree.

Cut Courtesy G. E.

"Time Keeper"

end coupled tightly to the back of
the loudspeaker and the other end
opened to the exterior. Thus the
sound coming from the rear of the
speaker is forced to pass through
this labyrinth. The lower frequencies are not seriously absorbed by
the lining material. However, when
the labyrinth is an odd number of
half wave lengths long, a phase
reversal occurs. This phase reversal
brings the sound emerging from
the rear in phase with that given
out in front. The total sound output at the lower frequencies is
therefore increased considerably.
At the higher frequencies the
phase reversal does not occur, but
the peaks of the sound are absorbed. The total effect of the
acoustical labyrinth is to smooth
out the frequency response by
bringing up the low frequency response and dampening the resonance frequency peaks. The atten-

A two-stage multivibrator, a device which can be tuned to give a
selected sub-harmonic of the frequency fed into it, first reduces the
100,000 cycles per second to 10,000
cycles per second. The second
multivibrator delivers an output of
1,000 cycles per second. This 1,000cycle energy is amplified and used
to drive a clock. This clock is so
accurate that it would take approximately one and one-half years
before the time it records would
vary from celestial time by one
minute. This is an error of onetenth of a second a day. However,
even this minute inaccuracy is not
allowed to accumulate and reach
an appreciable size, for the clock
is corrected by comparing it every
clay at noon with the radio time
signals sent out from the Naval
Observatory at Arlington. However, the apparatus is not used
primarily as a time recorder, but
rather finds its most important use
as a frequency standard for calibrating various instruments employed in manufacturing and research activities. In this type of
calibration, a correct time interval
is all that is required. For this it
has an accuracy of 99.9998 percent
Page 13

Men of Rose
May we call
attention to our

Complete
Printing Service

Rapid, accurate
execution of your
printing requirements
at reasonable prices

which is more than sufficient for a the color, or what amounts to the
same thing, the temperature, of the
calibrating standard.
object directly controls the operation of the relay. The apparatus
Photoelectric Pyrometer
can, of course, be set so that the
The photoelectric tube has re- relay will operate at any particular
cently been used as a temperature temperature. This type of installacontrol device. The device known tion is especially useful in controllas a photoelectric pyrometer con- ing heat treating operations. Thus,
sists first of a phototube enclosed in heat treating the tip of a valve
in a dust-tight, cast-iron holder stem of an automobile engine, the
with a light tunnel and adjusted quenching must be done at a paraperature. An optical system is ticular stage so as to keep the heat
usually included in the light tunnel. from traveling down the stem.
The light from the heated object This is accomplished by placing the
is focused on the phototube. The stem between two electrical conincident light energizes the cell tacts so that it forms part of the
causing a minute electric current secondary of a welding transformto flow. This minute change is am- er. When the primary of the transplified, usually by a three stage former is energized, the tip of the
high gain amplifier, and the out- valve stem is changed from room
put of the last amplifier is used to temperature to a temperature of
energize a s,ensitivie relay. Thus 1800 degrees F. in less than two
seconds. At the desired temperature the photoelectric control unit
turns off the primary of the weldTERRE HAUTE
ing transformer and opens the dies
ENGRAVING CO.
permitting the valve to drop into
Dependable Service
a
quenching tank. By using the
Terre Haute, Ind.
C-2151
photoelectric controlled valve stem
heater, production has been speeded up to 1800 valves per hour.
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SHOES
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Represent the

Best There is in

Shoe

Making and the Price is

Moore-Langen
Ptg. & Pub. Co.
140 North 6th St.

TERRE HAUTE, IND.

Right in Every Instance.
Men's Shoe Prices
$5.00 to $10.00

CHENEY'S

Walk Over
Boot Shop
659 Wabash Avenue
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A slightly different application
of the photoelectric pyrometer is
that in which the output of the
amplifier is calibrated in degrees
so that the temperature can be
read directly. This application has
found much use in a shape mill,
making it easier for the operators
to obtain more nearly perfect duplication of sections by providing an
accurate indication of the temperature of the bar as it is being rolled.

DRINK

ftrea
IN BOTTLES

"The Pause That Refreshes"

COCA COLA
BOTTLING COMPANY
949 Lafayette Ave.

C-7094
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Sports
edited by
Robert N. Ladson, ch.,'39

40Bor
'The Rose Poly football team
during the past season was not as
seriously handicapped by the lack
of material as it has been during
the past few years. At the opening
of the season a squad of about
thirty-two men turned out for the
team. Among these aspirants more
than half had never had previous
experience, either in college or
high school. There were six lettermen that returned, and these combined with some new freshmen
were formed into a team. The team
was very large in the line, and
small but fast in the backfield.
Utilizing the military shift and
a strong passing attack with Bob
McKee tossing to Wodicka and
Colwell, the team started slowly,
but near the end of the season they
played good football. As usual this
year the team was the best dressed
team in the middle west in their
red and white jerseys and red
satin pants.
Major letters and sweaters were
awarded to the following men at
M a y, 1 9 3 7

the conclusion of the season: Cocaptains Wodicka and McCullough,
Fox, Stanfield, Fuller, Wilson,
Eckerman, McKee, Colwell, Mitchell, Smilanic, Eder, Brittenbach,
Faubion, King, Lohr, and Stewart.
The team next year will be led
by Max Stanfield, fullback. With
such a leader as Max, the team
should prove to be of a winning
calibre. The largest number of the
team this year were freshmen, and
with a year's experience under
Coach Brown they will be much
better players. Spring practice
this year offered opportunity for
several men to learn some fundamentals a n d to learn Coach
Brown's system. The turnout was
admirable, and the practice was
considered a huge success. Everyone is looking forward to next
year when we will see a much improved team.
The list of games and scores for
the past season follows:
Rose 0 Earlham 26
Rose 7 Evansville 13
Rose 6 St. Joseph 18
Rose 0 Wabash 19
Rose 20 Holbrook 7
Rose 0
Manchester 44
Rose 14
Oakland City 0
The schedule for the next year
is:
Sept. 25—At Evansville
Oct. 2—At DePauw
Oct. 9—Open
Oct. 16—St. Joseph, here
Oct. 23—At Wabash
Oct. 30—At Earlham
Nov. 6—At McKendree (Lebanon, Ill.)
No. 13—Oakland City, here
Nov. 20—Open
Nov. 25--Shurtleff, here
After putting basketball back in

the athletic curriculum, the Rose
team played a schedule of eleven
games, winning four and losing
seven. The first practice session
found a total of thirty candidates.
There were four lettermen from
the past season on the squad, and,
with several excellent freshmen,
they formed a good team. The season was an in-and-out one due to
many interruptions from practice.
Several times during the season
practice was interrupted f o r
periods as long as a week at a
time. Then there were several
weeks when there were no games,
and the team had to get back into
condition after each layoff. Toward the end of the season,
especially on the international trip
to Canada, the team began winning and showing excellent form.
At the conclusion of the season
major letters and sweaters were
awarded t o Captain Wodicka,
Eckerman, Smith, Stout, Ladson,
Colwell, Egloff, and Dusza.
Next year the team should be
very much better. In the first
place the season will include a full
schedule of games at regular intervals. This year the team was
composed of mostly under classmen, and they should continue to
improve with practice. Most of the
players are also football players
and will be in condition at the beginning of the season. Next year
should be the beginning of a new
era in Rose Poly athletics, and the
basketball team will form a part
of this improvement.
The list of games with the scores
of the past season follows:
Rose 17
DePauw 41
Rose 27
Lawrence 29
Rose 13
Concordia 21
Page 15

VIQUESNEY'S
"The Fountain Pen Store"
815 Ohio St.
C-1344

Bresett Grocery Co., Inc.
Wholesale and Retail

C-6051
12th and Wabash
Free Delivery

St. Joseph 30
Rose 27
Anderson 38
Rose 35
Giffin 24
Rose 30
St. Joseph 30
Rose 28
Anderson 25
Rose 45
Lawrence 24
Rose 21
Western Ontario 26
Rose 27
Hillsdale 28
Rose 41
The schedule for next year is
tentatively set as:
Dec. 2 At DePauw
Dec. 9 At Earlham
Dec. 16 At Wabash
Jan. 7 At Anderson
Jan. 12 At St. Joseph
Jan. 14 Earlham, here

EMERSON B. BIGGS

HOLSUM

Manufacturing Jeweler
Fraternity Pins and Rings

33 S. Fifth St.

B-8705

IS GOOD
BREAD

Archer & Evinger
Radio Service and Supplies
1348 Wabash Ave.
B-7757

Feb. 2
Feb. 12
Feb. 14
Feb. 18
Mar. 1
Mar. 2
Mar. 3

Wabash, here
At Taylor
St. Joseph, here
Anderson, here
At Hillsdale
At Hope
At Milton

Games with Milton and Detroit
University are still being considered to bring the game schedule
to a total of sixteen games. Ed
Eckerman is captain for next year.
There will be no varsity tennis
team this year because little interest has been shown in intercollegiate tennis. However, there will be
an intra-mural tennis tournament
in both singles and doubles to
select the best men in school.
There will be no intra
track meet this year due to lack
of interest. In the past the boys
would not train for the meet, and
more harm than good was done.
The time will be taken up with
tennis and softball. Every evening
after school the teams from the
different departments are playing
softball to select a winner.

CAMBRIDGE VIBROGRAPH

Your hat is the peak of Your
Appearance!

meaiutei the Jl Ar TERS

DO NOT NEGLECT IT!
HATS CLEANED
and blocked by factory methods

• Effects of construction
and blasting operations,
heavy and rapid transportation, new machinery, more powerful marine propulsion and
many other modern
industrial demands
make the study of
vibration imperative
for safety and comfort.The Cambridge
Vibrograph accurately measures and
records vibration.This
robust, portable instrument has helped solve
many vibration problems and disputes.

SHOE REPAIRING
Fair Prices—Free delivery to Dorm

STAFFORD
C-1654

108 N. 7th St.

This instrument employs

FISCHER'S

a novel method of recording on celluloid—giving
records impervious to
water, oil or dirt.

OTHER CAMBRIDGE PRODUCTS
Physical Testing Instruments
Laboratory Insts. for A.C. & D.C.
Surface Pyrometers
Engineering Instruments
Galvanometers
Physiological Instruments
Gas Analysis Equipment
and other Mechanical and Electrical Instruments

Moisture Indicators and Recorders

CAMBRIDGE
INSTRUMENT 0? INF

Auto Supply
Stores
Auto Accessories and
Necessities of
All Kinds
329 OHIO ST. 901-3 WABASH AVE.
14 W. NATIONAL - BRAZIL

3732 Grand Central Terminal, New York City
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Technic Staff Appointments

R. O. T.C.

In accordance with the new
policy any student desiring a position on the Rose Technic staff had
the opportunity to write a letter
of application. All applicants were
given assignments, the results of
which were judged by the editor,
the business manager, and the
faculty advisors.
The following staff appointments were announced April 28,
1937:

Recently issued War Department orders assign Captain Frederic A. Henny, Corps of Engineers,
United States Army, to duty with
the Reserve Officers' Training
Corps at Rose, where, upon the
departure of Captain Stevenson
for duty in the Philippine Islands,
he will become head of the Department of Military Science and
Tactics.

Appointed to the United States
Military Academy from Colorado,
Editor—M. B. Scharenberg
Captain Henney graduated at
Associate Editor—
West Point in June, 1924. While at
N. G. Wittenbrock the Academy, he played football,
Assistant Editor—R. S. Kahn
in which he received his "A", for
Assistant Editor—W. A. Reddie four years and also participated in
Research and Progress—
wrestling and lacrosse. During his
L. J. Giacoletto last year, he held the rank of Cadet
Campus Editor—Ed Taylor
Lieutenant.
Sports Editor—R. Ladson
Alumni Editor—R. King
Upon graduation he was apHumor Editor—J. Ducey
pointed Second Lieutenant, Corps
Contributing Editor—
of Engineers. Later, he graduated
E. A. Coons from the Engineer School, CompaArt Editor—A. Wilson
ny Officers' course; the Chemical
Business Staff
Warfare School ; the Engineer
Business Manager—
School Civil Engineering Course
J. A. Greenland at the University of California,
Circulation Manager—K. L. Buis where he received the degree of
Advertising Manager—
B.S. in Chemical Engineering, and
H. L. Davis, Jr. the Army Industrial College.
Assistant Circ. Mgr.—
He was promoted to First LieuG. W. Smith tenant, Corps of Engineers, in
Assistant Adv. Mgr.—
January, 1929, and to Captain in
J. G. Appel August, 1935.
Editorial Staff
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Spectators were given an exciting treat Monday, May 17, when
the unit gave a very realistic
demonstration of the Engineer
Combat Company in the attack.
Preceding the sham battle, Colonel
E. D. Ardery, Corps of Engineers,
U. S. Army, Fifth Corps Area Engineer, conducted class room examinations in the theoretical
work of the course and reviewed
close order drill by all units of the
Battalion on the Campus. Awards
were bestowed for excellence in
marksmanship and other soldierly
attainments.

A. I. Ch. E.
The Committee Chairman opened the second meeting of the newly chartered Rose chapter of the
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers with pertinent reports
and then proceeded to the heart of
the meeting. Mr. Robert Penisten
gave a learned talk on "The Determination of Particle Size". Mr.
Edward Wodicka spoke on a
closely allied subject, "The Effect
of Particle Size of Pigments on
Some Properties of Paints".
Plans were made to conduct a
survey to determine the status of
the pledges and the possibility of
initiating new members. The organization intends to conduct an
inspection tour of an industry in
some neighboring town as its May
project.
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Junior Prom
The Class of 1938 engineered a
smoothly working bit of machinery in continuance of the traditional annual Junior Prom. The event,
held Saturday evening, May 8, in
honor of this year's graduating
seniors, was a spectacular success.
The versatile orchestra of Gray
Gordon found ample inspiration
in the beautiful Mayflower Room
of the Terre Haute House and
really contributed to the temper
of the evening by fairly outdoing
themselves. This band first gained
national recognition as the attraction at the Canadian Club during
the 1934 Century of Progress in
Chicago and has since played
America's best hotels and night
spots. The special saxophone section, a ten-foot marimba, a vibra
harp, and a complete musical
comedy revue rendered this dance
one of the outstanding of the
season.
The guests of honor were President and Mrs. D. B. Prentice and
Professor and Mrs. C. C. Knipmeyer. Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Bloxsome, Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Hutchins, and Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Gray
graciously agreed to chaperone
the Prom.

Glee Club
The Rose Glee Club is now in
full swing, and as yet no dearth of
engagements is in sight for this
popular group. The Club gladly accepted an invitation to appear at
Effingham, Illinois, and turned
out full strength. A magnificient
dinner was generously provided,
and the concert was well attended.
Next on the schedule, the Club
was the guest of the Kiwanis Club
of Terre Haute at its weekly
luncheon at the Terre Haute
House. Following this was a forty
minute program before an assembly of the student body of the Clinton High School.
On Wednesday, May 5, the Club
gave its most recent recital when
it appeared in the music retreat
of the music section of the
Woman's Department Club at the
club house. In the evening the
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Octet received an ovation for
Clyde E. Cromwell, '37, was
specialty numbers presented at chairman of the luncheon held
the Elks Club.
Tuesday noon.
We are very proud of the attendance at this convention and
are sure that it was time very
Merle R. Reed, superintendent
profitably spent.
of motive power of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Harrisburg, Pa.,
returned to his alma mater to de- A. I. E. E.
liver a very instructive and highly
Professor Knipmeyer has been
appreciated lecture on the fine
named national representative of
points of the rolling stock and its
the American Institute of Electricprobable value in the future.
al Engineers as a member of the
Second in the series and equally council of the American Associailluminating, was the lecture given tion for the Advancement of
by William G. Arn, assistant en- Science. The selection was degineer of the Illinois Central Rail- servedly awarded in recognition of
road. Mr. Arn dealt at length with his distinguished application in
the development of railroads and practical engineering work and an
revealed some little known aspects enviable classroom reputation.
of modern railroading.
Branches from Purdue University, University of Illinois, and
A. S. M.E.
Rose held a joint meeting at Rose
of
nineteen
20,
and
On April 19
on Wednesday, May 5. The visitthe
of
the twenty-two members
ing groups were headed by ProA.S.M.E.
Rose Student Branch of
fessor Ellery B. Paine, head of the
attended the Midwest Student E. E. Department, University of
Conference of the American So- Illinois, and C. Francis Harding,
ciety of Mechanical Engineers at head of the E. E. Department at
Chicago. A very interesting in- Purdue University and National
spection trip and luncheon were Vice-President of the A.I.E.E.
enjoyed at the Corwith Plant of
Noon luncheon was served at
t h e Crane Company Monday
Woodrow Wilson High School
morning, while the afternoon was
Cafeteria, and later the party
given over to the presentation of
the Dresser Power Plant
visited
technical papers prepared by
and
coal
mine.
students from the seventeen different colleges and universities attending. Monday night a banquet A. S. C. E.
with entertainment and souvenirs,
given by Chicago industries, provThe Rose branch of the Amered a highlight of the convention. ican Society of Civil Engineers
Tuesday morning the competition
was instrumental in bringing picof the papers was continued, folof
lowed by a luncheon Tuesday noon. tures of the actual construction
Washington
beBridge
George
the
Tuesday afternoon inspection
trips were made to the Western fore the student body on May 13.
Electric Company (Hawthorne The movies not only vividly dePlant), and the Commonwealth picted the immensity of this
Edison Electric Company.
suspension bridge, there being a
Merton B. Scharenberg,'38, was single span of thirty-five hunthe Rose representative who pre- dred feet, but also forcefully
sented the paper entitled "Invenbrought home the occupational
tions and Developments Contribmembers of the
uting to the Safe Operation of hazards that
Automobiles". The competition audience might well expect in the
was won by a student from Purdue. future.

Assemblies
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Indiana Professional Engineers Organize
With the organization early this
year of an Indiana Branch of the
National Society of Professional
Engineers, the aim of professional
engineers for an organization devoted solely to the economic and
social welfare of the engineer was
accomplished. There has been a
long-felt need among engineers
for a society which has for its objective the advancement of the
profession, not along strictly scientific and technical lines, but
through a planned campaign of
public education as to the part the
engineer plays in safeguarding
life, health, and property and the
necessity for restricting the practice of engineering to properly
qualified persons. The National
Society of Professional Engineers
is dedicated to this purpose.

The National Society of Professional Engineers is the only national organization in which membership is limited to Registered
Professional Engineers — those
who have been qualified by statutory authority and admitted to
practice in the engineering profession.
An engineer invests many years
in study, training and experience
as preparation for his professional
career. The National Society of
Professional Engineers is organized to protect and enhance the
value of this investment. It is organized to protect engineers
against discrimination, inadequate
compensation, restriction of rights
of practice, misappropriation of
the designation, competition by the
unqualified, and unethical prac-

tices. These things can be accomplished through united action, legislation, and a strict enforcement
of engineer registration laws.
The Indiana Society of Professional Engineers now has an enrolled membership of approximately one third of the registered engineers in the state. Local chapters
of the society are to be organized
in counties or groups of counties
throughout the state where there
is a sufficient number of Registered
Professional Engineers residing.
A chapter has just recently been
organized in the Calumet district.
The present officers of the
Indiana Society of Professional
Engineers are Sultan G. Cohen,
President; J. V. Smythe, VicePresident; and Harry O. Garman,
Secretary-Treasurer.

Hard Petroleum
A deposit of "hard" petroleum
in Canada has been reported to the
American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers. This oil
is not solid, but it is too viscous
to flow. In the deposit it is mixed
with sand and must be squeezed
from the sand.
Mining methods will be required
to reach the oil. Shafts will have
to be sunk 800 to 1200 feet.
It is estimated that this deposit
of oil bearing sands covers an area

of from ten thousand to fifty thousand square miles. It lies in the
McMurray district of northern
Alberta, along the Athabasca river.
These sands are believed to contain about four times the amount
of oil in the known petroleum reserves of the world.
An experimental refinery is to
begin operations this spring. Sand
that has been eroded to the surface
will be used in this experiment.
The sand is ground up and then

mixed with water ancl naphtha.
The oil flows off the top of the
water tanks. It comes off containing less than half of one percent
mineral matter and less than one
percent water. The oil is then
ready for the refinery.
If the operation is successful, it
should add half a billion barrels to
the immediate reserves of the oil
industry. This much is believed
to be available without the expense
of deep mining operations.

PLAN TO ATTEND THE

ANNUAL SPRING CONCERT
of the

ROSE GLEE CLUB
8:15

P. M.

M a y, 1 9 3 7

HIPPODROME THEATRE
Tuesday, May 25, 1937

TICKETS 25c
a g e
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Notes

edited by
Robert S. King, ch., '40
He took a very active part in the Grunow and later spent considerwork of the national engineering able time with the Chicago TeleDr. Ozni Porter Hood, one of societies. Being not only one of phone Supply Co. in the engineerthe three members of Rose's first Rose's first graduates but also a ing, manufacturing, and customer
graduating class, that of 1885, very prominent and successful service departments.
died on April 22. Mr. Hood re- engineer, Mr. Hood leaves a vacanceived his Master's degree in 1885 cy that cannot be filled easily.
Rose Tech Club Meetings
deEngineer's
Mechanical
and his
The Southern California Rose
gree in 1898. In 1935 he was given Obituaries
Tech Club held its annual meeting
the honorary degree of Doctor of
Warren Hussy, class of '92, died and dinner on January 22, 1937.
Engineering.
April 5. Mr. Hussey lived in Terre The club met at the Rosslyn Hotel
After graduation Mr. Hood was
Haute and was District Manager in Los Angeles. All present enjoya draftsman for the Wepworth for the American Bond & Mort- ed an interesting motion picture
Machine Works at Yonkers, N. Y. gage Co.
of the undergraduate life at Rose.
In 1887 he was placed in charge of
Mr. Cale Wamsley, a Rose The following Alumni were prethe Mechanical Department of the alumnus of '98, died April 8th. sent at the meeting: Wade '95,
Kansas Agricultural and Mechan- He died of a heart ailment and Hammel '01, Schefferly '03, B. L.
ical College at Manhattan, Kansas. pneumonia after an illness of two Heer '12, W. S. Heer '12, Mace
From 1888 to 1891 Mr. Hood was days. Mr. Wamsley was a valua- '12, Dutton '14, Arnold '15, Holmes
Instructor in Mechanics and En- tion expert of the Missouri Pacific '28, Lamb '34, and Mansur '34.
gineering and Superintendent of R4ilroad before his retirement The officers elected for the followthe shops at the Agricultural and five years ago because of ill health. ing year were Holmes, President;
Mechanical College and in 1891 He was an active member of the and Lamb, Secretary-Treasurer.
was advanced to professor. Mr. St. Louis Rose Tech Club and was
Hood was Professor of Mechanical present at one of their meetings
The Cincinnati Rose Tech Club
and Electrical Engineering at the just three weeks before his death. held a dinner meeting Wednesday,
Michigan College of Mines from He is survived by Mrs. Wamsley April 21, at the Cincinnati Club.
1899 to 1911. In 1912 Mr. Hood and by a son in Dallas, Texas.
There were present: Hubbard
joined the United States Bureau
'12, Wente '12, Levi '13, Reddish
of Mines as Chief Mechanical En- Robert L. Barr
'13, Backman '17, Knox '17, Abgineer at Pittsburgh, Pa. He was
bett '19, Ruston '20, Junker '21,
applirecently
Barr,
L.
Robert
transferred to Washington, D. C., cation engineer and assistant to Asbury '35, and Dr. Prentice.
in 1920. Mr. Hood accepted the the general sales manager of the
position of Chief, Technologic Clough-Brengle Company of ChiWhen the Rose Basketball Team
Branch, U. S. Bureau of Mines, as cago, has been appointed general played in Detroit, Feb. 27, the Dewell as Chief Engineer, Mechan- sales manager of that company. troit Rose Tech Club got together
ical Division, in 1926.
He will assume the responsibilities to attend the game and gave a
On June 30, 1936, Mr. Hood was formerly handled by John S. Meek, dinner for the team afterward.
retired from these positions after who resigned March 15th.
The following Alumni attended
serving a period of twenty-five
game, most of them attending
the
In his new position, Mr. Barr
years with this department.
will direct all sales and sales pro- the dinner: Coordes '15, Mayrose
Mr. Hood was to have been the motion activities for Clough- '15, Cortelyou '19, Mendenhall '19,
alumni speaker at the commence- Brengle instruments to radio ser- Brettell '25, R. Tapy '26, Brown
ment exercises of the fiftieth vicemen, industrial plants, and '27, R. Clark '28, Franziwa '28,
graduating class in 1935, but was other users of electronic test in- Kasameyer '28, Stallard '28, Dowprevented by illness from deliver- struments. He comes to his new en '29, Corp '30, Roach '31, Riching his speech. However, his ad- position well fortified with tech- ardson '35, Smith ex '35, Campbell
dress was read at the commence- nical and manufacturing exper- '36, Macdonald '36, Duenweg '36,
ment exercises and later was pub- ience. After his graduation from Roberts '36. Coach Phil Brown
lished in "Mechanical Engineer- Rose in '33, Mr. Barr joined the gave an interesting talk after the
inspection department of Grigsby- dinner.
ing".

Ozni P. Hood Dies
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The Schenectady Rose Tech
Club held a luncheon meeting on
Wednesday, April 7th, in one of
the private dining rooms of the
Works Restaurant. At this meeting a talk was given by G. H.
Pfeif, '05, on the labor conditions
and labor union activities in this
country.
The Club made plans to have a
similar luncheon meeting in June.
Members attending the meeting
were G. H. Pfeif '05, R. S. Sage
'07, O. G. Whitecotton '07, H. J.
Madison '10, P. F. Stokes '10, C.
W. Falls '18, A. G. Stimson '31,
and I. M. Long '36.

Engagement
The announcement of the engagement of Miss Anna Kathleen
Bradfield of Terre Haute, and Mr.
Russell Powell of Gary, was recently made at an informal party
given by Miss Bradfield at her
home. The date of the wedding is
set for May 22. The bride-elect is
a graduate of Indiana State Teachers College and for the past year
has been teaching in the Honey
Creek High School. Mr. Powell is
a graduate of Rose, class of '33,
and is employed as draftsman
with the Youngstown Sheet and
Tube Company in Gary, where
they will make their home.

Weddings
Mr. Earl B. Butler of Knoxville,
Tennessee, was married to Miss
Mary Jo Cody of Terre Haute,
Wednesday morning, April 28, at
St. Joseph's Church, Terre Haute.
Mr. Butler graduated from Rose
in '35 and is now a Junior Engineer with the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
Announcement was received of
the marriage of Miss Opal Ann
Murphy to Mr. Fred Arthur Curl
on Sat., March 27, at Sullivan, Ill.
Mr. Curl attended Rose for two
years and would have graduated
with the class of '28.
M a y, 1 9 3 7

Announcement was made of the
marriage of Miss Juanita Walser
of Terre Haute to Arthur W. Hess
of Cincinnati. Mr. Hess graduated
from Rose in '35 and now works
in Cincinnati where he plans to
make his home.

Births
Harry L. McGurk, Rose '34, announced the arrival of a new
daughter, Ann Rogers, April 5th.
Mr. McGurk is connected with the
McCormick Harvester Company at
Peoria, Illinois.
Logan A. Gillett, class of '33,
has announced the arrival of a
son, William Allen, on April 23rd.
Mr. Gillett is with the Tennessee
Valley Authority, Chattanooga,
Tenn.

Here and There with the Grads

09

Mr. Ivan Ralston has
moved t,o 303 S. Pickering, Whittier, Califor-

nia.
Elmer O. Austermiller
is with the CrockerWheeler Co. of Chicago.
Alexander L. Sherwood, who is a broadcasting consultant, has
moved his office to 360 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
Clay P. Watson has been made
president of the Louisville Bridge
& Iron Co.
Milton E. Feldstein is
now Process Engineer
for the Delco Products
Division at Dayton, Ohio.
Joseph H. Utt has returned to Jackson,
Mich., where he is employed by the Commonwealth
Power Co.
Harold Hayworth has
taken a position with
the Tennessee Eastman
Co. at Kingsport, Tennessee. The
company is a subsidiary of the
Eastman Kodak Co.
Theron S. Bell, with the
General Electric Company, was transferred
to Cleveland, May first.

'17
'24

'25
'26
'28

129

John A. Derry is Ass't. Engineer
with the Rural Electrification Administration at Washington, D. C.
Ernest G. Hurst has
entered into a partnership and is a member
of the firm of Hurst-Rosche Inc.,
Consulting Engineers, Hillsboro,

'31

Myron J. Clark has
taken a position with
the R. B. Annis Co. of
Indianapolis.
William H. Hineline has taken
a position with the State Line
Generating Co. of Hammond, Ind.
John A. Moore, with
the Carbide and Carbon
Chemicals Corporation,
has been transferred to Whiting
to assist in the supervision of an
addition to the plant there.
Norman H. Cromwell
was elected t o Phi
Lambda Upsilon at the
University of Minnesota a few
days ago. Phi Lambda Upsilon
corresponds in chemistry to Tau
Beta Pi in engineering. Mr. Cromwell is working on his Ph. D. Degree at Minnesota.

'32

,34
'35

William S. Pratt is working in
the office of the construction engineer for the new Post Office in
Indianapolis.
John A. Straw has been appointed to an assistantship in mathematics at Brown University for
next year.
Norman E. Tucker has taken a
position with the American Printing Ink Co. in Chicago.
J. Robert Marks, with
the Western Electric
Company, has been
transferred to St. Paul, Minn., for
several months work in connection
with the construction of the three
and one-half million dollar TriState Exchange.

'36

Dr. R. B. Appel
Registered Optometrist
Eyes Examined - Glasses Fitted
1243 Lafayette Ave.

H-6906
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ITY
Theta Xi

As usual the annual 6294 celebration held Saturday, May 2, at the
Lincoln Hotel in
Indianapolis w a s
well received. The
local chapter carried off the honors since it had a
majority of those attending from
any one school.
The banquet, a tri-state affair,
found representatives from the
T.X. Alumni Clubs of Louisville,
Cincinnati, and Indianapolis, and
actives and pledges from Purdue,
Illinois, and Rose.
Now that rough week is completed, plans are laid for an initiation
to be held May 23.

Alpha Tau Omega
Indiana Gamma
Gamma of Alpha
Tau Omega is
pleased to announce the initiation of Tom Reed,
class of '38, William Adair, class of '39, and James
Ducey and Jack Appel, both of the
class of '40. The men were initiated on Sunday, April 10.

The annual spring formal and
pledge dance was held at the Deming hotel the evening of Saturday,
May 1. Pledge Brother McIntyre
and his orchestra played for the
occasion. The chaperones and
guests for the evening included
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gray, Captain
Stevenson, Miss Helen Mahley,
Theta Kappa Nu
Indiana Gamma and Professor and Mrs. Carl
chapter of Theta Wischmeyer.
Kappa Nu fraterRobert Averitt of this chapter
nity entertained
the pledges and was selected as the most outstandactive members at ing A. T. O. in the State when he
Pledge Dance was awarded the Thomas Arkle
Spring
the annual
at Edgewood Clark Award for this province by
1,
on Saturday, May
from a specially appointed committee.
enjoyed
Cabin. Dancing was
The chapter wishes to take this opWray
Don
9:00 to 12:00 with the
portunity to congratulate Brother
orchestra furnishing the music.
Chaperones for the affair were Averitt on the honor which has
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Sager and Mr. been bestowed upon him and to
wish him the best of luck in the
and Mrs. Nicoson.
competition f or the national
award.
EL INN

WASS

DINNERS
DRINKS
SANDWICHES
"If They're Not Home,
They're Here"

Sigma Nu
Beta Upsilon
of Sigma Nu has
elected the following officers to
serve during the
coming y ear :
Wayne E. Alexander, President; Charles G. Fuller, Vice-President; Max Eyermann, Secretary Treasurer ; and
Paul Stark, Chaplain.
The fraternity was well represented at the State Dance at Indianapolis, May 1, fifteen alumni
and actives being present. Music
was furnished by Tom Gentry and
his orchestra.
The chapter attended Mother's
Day services at the Centenary
Methodist Church in a body following the custom of the fraternity.

Blue Key

The Rose chapter of
the Blue Key National
Honor Fraternity
takes pleasure in announcing the initiation of the following
men: Lawrence Carrol, a senior electrical
engineer ; Edward
Eckerman, a jonior
mechanical engineer ; Lawrence
Giacoletto, a junior electrical engineer ; and Norman Wittenbrock,
a junior chemical engineer. The
The recent pledge class spon- initiation was held in conjunction
Club
sored an open house for the active with a banquet at the Elks
on Wednesday evening, May 19.
chapter on Friday, May 14.
The Rose Technic
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Tau Nu Tau

Tau Beta Pi

Tau Nu Tau again will
play an important part
in the annual inspection
of the Rose R. O. T. C.
Engineer Battalion to be
E SS MONS
held May 17th.
Colonel E. D. Ardery,
Corps of Engineers, Engineer, Fifth Corps Area, will be
the inspecting officer. Colonel Ardery will be honored at a formal
dance, given by the fraternity, on
the night of the inspection.

Indiana Beta of
Tau Beta Pi announces the following officers for the
coming year: Norm a n Wittenbrock,
President; Merton
Scharenberg, VicePresident; Lawrence
Giacoletto, Corresponding Secretary. Edward Eckermann, Recording Secretary. Mr. Henry Gray,
Cataloger. Professor Orion Stock,
Treasurer; and Dr. William CrozCadet Major Averitt is to be con- ier, member of advisory
board.
gratulated on his appointment as
Battalion Commander. Cadet Lieut.
A dinner meeting was held
Halberstadt is also to be congratu- Wednesday evening,
May 5, at
lated for receiving recognition of Deming Hall. The
speaker for the
his membership in the Fifth Corps evening, Mr. A. N.
Levin, gave a
Area Rifle Team at Camp Perry very interesting
talk and discuslast summer.
sion of modern economic probThe fraternity wishes to take lems. The meeting was well
this opportunity to wish Captain attended by the active chapter
Stevenson great success on his and several faculty members.
new assignment to the Philippine
Islands, effective after the close of
the present school year. Captain
Stevenson, an honor-member of
Tau Nu Tau, is one of the fraternity's most constructive members, having helped make possible
15 S. 7th St.
many of the undertakings of the
fraternity. He enlisted the admiraTailor and Haberdasher .
tion not only of the members of
Tau Nu Tau, for the Rose student
body as a whole knows him and the
CROWN HATS
high qualities for which he stands.
It will be difficult to replace such
and CAPS
a fine man as the Captain.

All Matters Relating to

Patents and
Trademarks

HOOD and HAHN
ARTHUR M. HOOD, Rose '93
H. B. HOOD, Rose '24

67DIte-Z

1001 Hume-Mansur Building
INDIANAPOLIS,IND.

Herm Rassel

"STAND AT

EASE!''
This is easily done in a comfortable pair of shoes which
have been fitted by X-Ray.

Patronize
Those Who
Advertise
in the
Rose Technic

Heinls have been taking care
of the flower needs of
Terre Haute since 1863
We can take good care of
your orders

HORNUNG'S
"Walk In Comfort"

Premier Telegraph Florist

FRED G. HEINL
129 S. 7th St.

A pri I, 1 9 3 7

For snappy styles, solid comfort, and economy go to--

28 S. 7th St.

Terre Haute

C-1025
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Humor
edited by
James E. Ducey,
ch., '40

Bum : Say, buddy, could you let
me have a dime for a cup of coffee?
Wise Guy: A dime? I thought
coffee was only a nickel.
Bum : I know, but I got a date.
—Ohio State Engineer.

Josephine: Say something soft
and sweet to me, dearest.
McKee: Custard Pie.
Patient: Oh, doctor, are you
really going to make me change
my diet?
Doctor: Yes, I hate to kiss a
girl who's an onion eater.

Bradley: Say, Buck, that was a
pretty big dame you were with
last night.
Dusza: I know, but she's shade
in the summer and heat in the When Caeser was a babe in diapers,
winter.
And chariots lacked windshield
wipers,
Prof. Stock : Tell me, sir, what Before Napoleon ever knew,
has become of your ethics?
That he would meet his Waterloo,
Smitty: Oh, sir, I traded it in When Cleo was a howling brat,
a long time ago for a Dodge.
Women were yelling, "Buy me
that."
Herman's Ode to the Women
I hate women,
Here lies the body of Susan Jones,
And I'm glad I hate 'em ;
Resting beneath these polished
'Cause if I didn't hate 'em,
stones.
I'd like 'em ;
name was Brown instead of
Her
'em.
And I hate
Jones,
But Brown won't rhyme with
"Any abnormal children in your
polished stones,
class?" asked a visitor.
And she won't know if it's Brown
"Yes," replied Doc Sousley, "two
or Jones.
of them have good manners."
Diner: Say, waiter! How come
this needle is in my soup ?
Waiter: Sorry, Mister, that's
just a typographical error. That
should have been a noodle.
Sane: What did you get drunk
for, in the first place ?
Insane: I didn't get drunk in
the first place. I got drunk in the
last place.
—Ohio State Engineer.
Pa g e
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He: Let's go down to Jake's and
have a beer.
She: Nope, I don't drink.
He: Have a cigarette?
She: Nope, I don't smoke.
He: Well, then let's go down to
the bay and look at the moon.
She: No, let's do something really exciting.
He: O.K. Let's go' down to the
Gulch and milk the hell out of a
couple of cows.

Quinn: I can tell a girl's character by just looking at her face.
Helen : Well, if you can, what
are you waiting for
Who was that woman I saw you
outwit last night?
Maud Muller on a summer's day
Raked the meadow sweet with hay.
You wouldn't expect a girl, you
know,
ln summer to be shoveling snow.

Judge: Come, now, have you
any excuse ?
Motorist: Well, your honor, my
wife fell asleep in the back seat.

Stanfield: Should I marry a girl
who can take a joke ?
Hays: That's the only kind you'll
get.

You can take a rabbit to the
furrier, but you can't make it mink.
—NYU Qu,adrangle.

Rose's are red
Violet's are white.
I saw them on the clothes line
Last Monday night.
—Minnesota Techno-Log.

"Someone throw an ax at you ?"
"Nope, got a haircut."
"Wel, sit higher in the chair
next time."
—Kansas Engineer.
The Rose Technic

G-E Campus News
gastight and filled with hydrogen to see if the machine ran cooler, and more efficiently. The
results of those experiments promoted the use of
hydrogen in synchronous condensers and established
the present trend toward the use of hydrogen in
turbine-generators.
Windage loss in a rotating machine is reduced about
90 per cent and noise is greatly decreased because of
the low density of hydrogen. Heat is carried away
much more rapidly through the higher thermal
FOR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
conductivity of hy drogen. Resistance to damage
February 26 was a big day in the lives of thirty- due to corona
within the machine is increased.
three G-E employees. These thirty-three were These
characteristics increase the electrical output
selected from the 60,000 persons in the Company's for
a given core size and reduce inspection and
employ to receive the Charles A. Coffin Awards. maintenance
expense.
There were fifteen factory men, twelve engineers,
The construction of several hydrogen-cooled turtwo commercial men, and four administrative and
bine-generating units is now going on in the Schenecclerical employees. Twelve of the group are college
tady
turbine shop—perhaps all because of that note
graduates:
written by Dr. Whitney so many years ago.
Roy T. Adolphson, University of Washington,
'34; Eugene W. Boehne, Texas A & M,'26, and
M. I. T., '28; Claude P. amilton, University of
Nevada, '14; George II. Jump, Syracuse U., '10;
Jack R. Meador, Texas A & M, '27 and '28;
Harry E. Scarbrough. Georgia Tech., '19; Edward J. Schaefer, J ohns Hopkins. '23; Alfred A.
Thompson, University of California, '05; Carl
Thumin, College of City of New Y ork, '17, and
M. I. T., '20; Harold E. Trekell, K ansas State,
'31; Elmer J. Wade, University of Maine, '19;
and Leo F. Worden. West Virginia University,'25.
CALLING ALL FIREBOATS
Each year General Electric makes these awards to
employees who have done outstanding work, as Fireboats are often away from their docks for
provided in the Charles A. Coffin Foundation several days at a time—not on a fishing trip, but
established in 1922. Charles A. Coffin was organizer fighting severe marine fires. The communication
and first president of General Electric.
problem has been solved, however, for the firefighting sailors on the nine New York fireboats.
General Electric engineers have installed a two-way
radio system which will be in operation when the
boats are out of telephonic contact with shore.
This system will be an invaluable aid in expediting
the handling of injured persons or those suffering
from exposure.
In size, this system will be second only to the
police-car system used
Boston. Two-way conversation will be possible, with no switching operations necessary to change from talking to listening.
The equipment will include a remote-control, 500watt, medium-frequency central transmitter for
"EXPERIMENTALLY—NOT ON PAPER"
direct radio communication to all fireboats. The
Sixteen years or 80 ago, Dr. Willis R. Whitney. return part of the conversation from the
boats will
now Vice President in charge of General Electric be transmitted by ultra-high-frequency
radio to
research, sent a note to a research worker,suggesting pickup receivers located at strategic
points on the
experiments with a motor-generator set sealed shore.
96-376DH
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...when smokersfind out the good things
Chestefields give them
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